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Abstract

A growing body of work has shown that cancer metastasis is not a random spontaneous event; rather, it is the culmination of a cascade of priming steps through which a subpopulation of the tumor cells acquires invasive traits while readying a permissive environment, termed the "premetastatic niche," in which distant metastases can occur. Signals from the primary tumor mobilize and adapt immune cells as well as directly communicating with distant niche cells to induce a broad spectrum of adaptations in target organs, including the induction of angiogenesis, inflammation, extracellular matrix remodeling, and metabolic reprogramming. Together, these interactions facilitate the formation of a premetastatic niche composed of a variable mix of resident and recruited immune cells, endothelial cells, and stromal cells connected through a complex signaling network that we are only beginning to understand. Here, we summarize the latest findings on how cancer induces and guides the formation of this premetastatic niche as well as potential prognostic markers and therapeutic targets that may lead to a better understanding and effective treatment of metastatic disease. Clin Cancer Res; 22(15); 3725–33. ©2016 AACR.

Introduction

Metastasis, the spread of cancer cells from a primary tumor to other organs, is the leading cause of mortality in cancer patients. This is partially due to the limited therapeutic options and the short time window that would allow a successful treatment of clinically detectable metastases. Therefore, there is a great and urgent need to elucidate metastasis-driving molecular and cellular events before and during early stages of metastatic colonization, which may guide development of therapies to prevent or eradicate metastases before they reach an incurable stage. Recent evidence highlights the important role of a premetastatic niche, initially proposed and proven by Kaplan and colleagues (1, 2), in cancer's preparation for metastasis. A premetastatic niche is free of cancer cells but has captured cancer-associated properties that are permissive and sometimes even supportive for cancer cells originating from a foreign tissue to grow. These earliest, noncancerous pathologic changes in a tumor-free organ have the unique potential to serve as prognostic biomarkers and therapeutic targets in the prevention and treatment of metastasis. An overview of the metastatic niche as a whole has been covered in several important reviews on related topics (3–8), including the excellent findings that improve our understanding of the premetastatic field.

The Premetastatic Niche Model

The long known 'seed and soil' hypothesis for metastasis introduced by Paget (11) has been complemented and refreshed by modern cancer research. In the basic framework, migratory tumor cells (the 'seeds') leave the primary tumor through intravasation, disseminate throughout the body via the circulation, and eventually engraft in a distant organ that provides an appropriate microenvironment (the 'soil'). Recent studies indicate that dissemination of cancer cells from the primary site occurs during early cancer stages but is not sufficient for metastasis (9, 12, 13), emphasizing the essential role of a conducive niche in the target distant organ. The concept of a premetastatic niche was first proposed by Kaplan and colleagues in 2005 after the discovery that bone marrow–derived hematopoietic progenitor cells that are VEGFR1-positive are recruited to future metastatic sites before the tumor cells arrive, where the bone marrow–derived cells (BMDC) promote the chemotraction and attachment of disseminated cancer cells through mechanisms including the SDF-1/CXCR4 axis (1). Subsequent studies have revealed that in a premetastatic niche, various types of cells together determine the fate of disseminated cancer cells in multiple aspects, including their extravasation, survival, colonization, and aggressive growth. Adaptation of a premetastatic niche prior to the arrival of tumor cells has been recognized as an important means for cancer to facilitate metastasis (6, 10, 14–20). It is worth noting that the premetastatic niche model may cooperate with other models depicting different steps and modes of metastasis (3), such as the tumor self-seeding model proposed by Kim and colleagues (Fig. 1; ref. 21).

Traits of a Premetastatic Niche

Recruitment of BMDCs

BMDCs can be mobilized into the circulation and thereby participate in the establishment of a primary or (pre-)metastatic...
Factors secreted by primary tumor cells can activate resident fibroblast-like stromal cells at a premetastatic site, resulting in an increased production of the extracellular matrix (ECM) component fibronectin, which enables the adhesion and clustering of migratory BMDCs that express the fibronectin receptor VLA-4 (integrin α4β1), as well as genes related to their mobilization, including MMP9 and Id3, in the premetastatic niche (1). This leads to the expression of SDF-1 in the premetastatic niche, resulting in the recruitment of CXCR4+ cancer cells. The SDF-1/CXCR4 chemokine axis also participates in the homing of BMDCs. A recent article shows that ECM metalloproteinase inducer (EMMPRIN) in cancer cells can induce the expression and secretion of several factors, such as SDF-1 and VEGF, that mediate BMDC recruitment to the lungs and liver (22). For primary tumors with STAT3 activation, BMDC recruitment can be partially mediated by tumor-secreted factors that are induced by STAT3 signaling, such as IL6 and IL10 (23). These secreted factors lead to a widespread STAT3 activation in premetastatic lungs, activate fibroblasts to produce fibronectin, and induce the formation of clusters of CD11b+ myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) in the lungs, resulting in enhanced metastatic growth. MDSCs may also be recruited to the premetastatic lung through hypoxia-induced secreted factors, such as MCP-1 from the primary tumor (24), and the induction of the inflammatory proteins S100A8 and S100A9 in endothelial and myeloid cells (10). CCL9 is induced through TGFβ signaling in myeloid cells in the premetastatic lungs, where it enhances tumor cell survival and promotes metastasis (25). Another recent study has revealed that lysyl oxidase-like 2 (LOXL2) and the bHLH transcription factor E47, which function together to induce epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), also contribute to the recruitment of BMDCs to the premetastatic niche.
premetastatic lungs through transcriptional regulation of fibronectin and cytokines, including CM-CSF (26). TNFα, TGfβ, and VEGF-A secreted by the primary tumor can induce the expression of S100A8 and S100A9 in premetastatic lung endothelial cells, which act as potent chemoattractants for Mac-1+ myeloid cells and cancer cells through SAA3-induced Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) signaling (17, 18).

The heterogeneity of immune cells

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the immune constituents of the premetastatic niche are profoundly different between model systems, even within the same type of cancer, with some model systems showing the recruitment of one major cell type whereas others indicating a larger cross-talking network of cells. In the MMTV-polyoma middle T antigen mouse mammary tumor model, neutrophils were found to be the primary immune cells recruited to the premetastatic lungs, although these cells have a low frequency in the primary tumor microenvironment (27). However, this may be due to the timing of the experiments, as a recent study has shown that immune cells arrive at the premetastatic lung in three separate waves, and some of these cells are only transiently present in the tumors (28). The first wave of immune cells consists of neutrophils and peaks 15 to 30 minutes after tumor cell injection. The second wave is primarily composed of conventional monocytes and peaks 4 hours after tumor cell injection. Finally, nonalveolar macrophages, patrolling monocytes, and dendritic cells (DC) arrive at the premetastatic niche, which peaks at 6 to 24 hours. In mice bearing the primary mammary tumors, infiltration of lung tissues by CD11b+Ly6G+ neutrophils starts before cancer cells can be detected in the lungs and further increases during the metastatic stage. Compared with neutrophils from healthy lungs, tumor-mobilized lung neutrophils are also mature but exhibit minor differences in gene expression. Premetastatic lung neutrophils secrete leukotrienes, which enhance the tumorigenic and metastatic potentials of primary tumor cells (27). Another study shows that mammary tumors induce a systemic expansion and polarization of neutrophils through IL1β-activated, IL17-producing γδ T cells in a G-CSF-dependent manner. These neutrophils may help to establish a premetastatic niche, where they suppress CD8+ T-cell activation to facilitate metastasis (29).

Monocytes/macrophages also contribute to the establishment of a premetastatic niche. Palmitoylated surface antigens on breast cancer secreted exosomes induce NF-kB signaling in macrophages at a premetastatic site through activating TLR2, stimulating macrophages to secrete proinflammatory factors, such as IL6, to promote cancer cell growth (30). Other macrophage-secreted factors, such as granulin, can indirectly support cancer cell growth through the activation of fibroblasts to generate a more permissive niche (31). Macrophages may also comigrate with cancer cells, inducing the expression of Mena in the cancer cells, and the direct interaction between perivascular macrophages, endothelial cells, and Mena-overexpressing tumor cells is significantly correlated with metastatic disease in ER+/HER2+ breast cancer (32). In the premetastatic lymph nodes of a lung tumor model, COX-2 and SDF-1 are induced in DCs, which further increase lymphangiogenesis and the recruitment of regulatory T cells (Treg), suggesting a role of DCs and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) in the establishment of a premetastatic niche (33). However, DCs can also inhibit metastasis by engulfing tumor-secreted vesicles termed cytoplasts and traveling to the mediastinal lymph node to activate ovalbumin-specific CD8+ T cells. Depletion of DCs has been shown to increase metastasis (28), highlighting the complexity of the immune components of the premetastatic niche. Similarly, as a part of cancer immunosurveillance, nonclassical “patrolling” CX3CR1hiCD14dimCD16+ monocytes are enriched in the microvasculature of the lungs, where they inhibit tumor cell adhesion to the vasculature and promote natural killer (NK) cell recruitment and activation to reduce lung metastases. In response to tumor challenge, lung endothelial cells increase the expression of CX3CL1, which attracts the patrolling monocytes expressing CX3CR1 (34). Other myeloid cells contributing to a premetastatic niche include platelets and granulocytes. Platelets form aggregates with circulating tumor cells, which reprogram them to secrete CXCL5 and CXCL7 to recruit granulocytes, forming an early metastatic niche for subsequent metastatic progression (35).

CD8+ T cells are capable of restraining myeloid cell accumulation in premetastatic lymph nodes by inducing myeloid cell apoptosis. Patients with metastatic melanoma had decreased CD8+ T-cell infiltration and increased STAT3 in lymph node myeloid cells, suggesting that metastatic tumors may inhibit CD8+ T-cell expansion or homing to the premetastatic sites (36). Another study shows that complement C5a receptor (C5aR) facilitates metastasis by suppressing CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells in the lungs and livers. This immunosuppression is mediated by recruitment of MDSCs, regulation of their TGfβ and IL10 production, and generation of Treg cells (37). Immunosuppression in the premetastatic niche may also be mediated by factors, such as MCP-1, that are secreted from the primary tumor in response to hypoxia, resulting in the recruitment of MDSCs and immature NK cells, which have reduced cytotoxic activity, to the premetastatic lung (24). The tissue-resident alveolar macrophages, which are accumulated in the premetastatic lungs through C5aR-mediated proliferation instead of recruitment from the circulation, promote cancer metastasis to the lungs by shifting the T-cell population from Th1 towards Th2 to suppress their antitumor activity (38). S100A4 also increases primary tumor growth as well as metastasis by reducing the Th1/Th2 ratio in the lungs in a mammary tumor model (39).

Reprogramming of stromal cells

The formation of a premetastatic niche not only involves the recruitment of foreign cells, such as immune cells, but also the reprogramming of the resident stromal cells to facilitate metastatic growth. Normal lung fibroblasts express miR-30 family members to restrain MMPs, such as MMP9, to stabilize the lung microvasculature (40). Cancer cells reprogram fibroblasts to decrease their expression of miR-30 family members, resulting in enhanced MMP activity, vascular permeability, and metastasis. Factors secreted from the primary tumor induce the expression of αSMA in premetastatic fibroblasts, activating them to induce ECM remodeling through secretion of fibronectin, LOX, and LOXL2, thereby generating a more permissive microenvironment for metastasis (1, 41). The induction of senescence in osteoblasts in the bone increases their secretion of factors, such as IL6, to promote osteoclastogenesis, resulting in increased metastases (42). Premetastatic immune cells may also facilitate the reprogramming of stromal cells. Granulin secreted by CD11b+Ly6G_classifierCCR2+ metastasis-associated macrophages induces the expression of αSMA in premetastatic hepatic stellate cells...
and induces their secretion of ECM remodeling proteins, such as peristin, to enhance metastatic growth (31). This relationship is reciprocal as fibrocytes can secrete CCL2, CCL5, and MMP9 to induce the recruitment of Ly-6C⁺, Ly-6G⁺ monocytes into the premetastatic lung to promote metastasis (43). In some instances, cancer may also concomitantly produce stromal cells, such as fibroblasts, which enhance the viability of cancer cells at the premetastatic site (44).

Alterations in the ECM
Alterations in the premetastatic ECM are among the first steps in the formation of the premetastatic niche. Factors secreted by the primary tumor, including exosomes, can induce the accumulation of fibronectin in the premetastatic niche through several mechanisms, including secretion from the primary tumor and reprogramming of fibroblasts (1, 45). Premetastatic niche fibroblasts can activate dormant metastatic cancer cells and mediate the recruitment of immune cells and metastatic cancer cells. Binding of VEGFR1⁺ BMDCs to fibronectin induces α4β1 integrin signaling, resulting in increased MMP9 expression, enhancing the recruitment of BMDCs and cancer metastasis (1). MMP9 expression in lung endothelial cells and macrophages increases metastasis, enhances lung vascular permeability, and recruits BMDCs and monocytes (1, 10, 40, 43). Hypoxia in the primary tumor induces the secretion of fibronectin and lysyl oxidase (LOX), leading to their accumulation in the premetastatic niche (14). LOX colocalizes with fibronectin-rich regions to recruit CD11b⁺ myeloid cells and c-Kit⁺ progenitor cells to the lungs. LOX-mediated collagen cross-linking increases the MMP2 activity in the recruited myeloid cells. MMP2 enhances myeloid cell invasion and mediates collagen IV degradation, releasing collagen IV peptides into the blood, where they act as chemoattractants to generate a positive feedback loop for the recruitment of myeloid cells to the premetastatic niche. Activated fibroblasts in the premetastatic niche, often generated as a result of fibrosis, have increased expression and excretion of LOX and to a lesser extent LOXL2, resulting in increased collagen deposition and ECM stiffening, promoting metastatic cancer cell survival and cancer and immune cell engagement (41, 46). Hypoxia also induces the secretion of exosomes containing LOXL2 on their outer surface, promoting collagen cross-linking (45). Cancer cells may also secrete such factors as osteopontin to facilitate the recruitment of granulin-expressing immune cells to the premetastatic niche, resulting in increased expression of ECM components and ECM remodeling factors (46).

Alterations in the vasculature
Blood vessels in a premetastatic niche directly control the arrest and extravasation of circulating cancer cells and are critical targets for tumor-derived adaptations in preparation for metastasis. Tumor-secreted extracellular vesicles (EVs), including exosomes, systemically transfer tumor-derived regulators of the vascular endothelial barriers. Metastatic breast cancer cells, by secreting EV-encapsulated miR-105, downregulate tight junctions in endothelial cells and induce systemic vascular leakiness to promote metastasis (20). EVs secreted by brain metastatic breast cancer cells contain miR-181c, which promotes the destruction of the blood–brain barrier (BBB) through modulation of actin dynamics to facilitate brain metastases (47). In addition to EV-mediated mechanisms, premetastatic lungs express higher levels of angiopoietin-2, MMP3, and MMP10, which possibly result from cancer-secreted TGFβ1 and TNFα, and synergistically induce vascular permeability and the extravasation of circulating cancer cells (48). Another group also found that VEGF secreted by breast cancer cells induces angiopoietin-2 expression in brain microvascular endothelial cells, leading to impaired tight junction structures and increased BBB permeability (49). EMMPRIN expression induces the expression and secretion of SDF-1 and VEGF to induce BMDC-mediated angiogenesis (22). Cancer-secreted VEGF also recruits BMDCs to premetastatic lungs to increase inflammation, angiogenesis, and metastasis through inducing PGE2 production in endothelial cells (50). The peripheral blood plasma and bone marrow plasma from breast cancer patients increase transeothelial migration of breast cancer cells, which may involve systemic factors as well as factors in a premetastatic bone niche. Peripheral blood was only able to increase the migration of nonmetastatic cancer cells, suggesting that it acts through a mechanism that has already been acquired by metastatic cells (51). VEGFR1 expression in benign lymph nodes predicts recurrence of prostate cancer; however, the VEGFR1-targeting drug axitinib fails to reduce lymph node VEGFR1, highlighting the need for better targets (52). In addition, CCL2 secreted by the primary tumor enhances CCL2 and CCR2 expression in lung endothelial cells and leukocytes, resulting in enhanced vascular permeability in the lungs through a S100A8-TLR4–mediated pathway (15). Healthy lung fibroblasts express miR-30 family members to inhibit the expression of MMPs, including MMP9, through targeting Skp2, resulting in stabilization of lung vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Distant tumors are able to decrease the expression of miR-30 family members in premetastatic lung fibroblasts, resulting in vascular destabilization and increased metastasis (40).

The acquisition of EMT is an important step in the development of invasive and metastatic traits in the primary tumor and also results in the secretion of factors that facilitate angiogenesis. EVs secreted by cancer cells that have undergone partial or full EMT have greater enrichment of factors such as Rac1, tissue factor, and ECM remodeling proteins, which can promote endothelial cell proliferation and tube formation (53–55). Furthermore, EVs secreted by mesenchymal-like breast and ovarian cancer cells carry angiogenic molecules to activate endothelial cells through Akt phosphorylation. Activated endothelial cells, in turn, increase their secretion of vesicles to induce EMT in epithelial cancer cells and promote metastasis (56). Given these findings, the acquisition of EMT in the primary tumor may lead to the release of exosomes that can enhance vascular permeability in the premetastatic niche to facilitate cancer and immune cell engagement. However, further work must be done to demonstrate that these EMT-induced exosomes exert an effect outside of the primary tumor.

Lymphatic endothelial cells within premetastatic lungs and lymph nodes express CCL5 in response to IL6 secreted by breast cancer, directing cancer cell dissemination into these tissues. Mice treated with breast tumor–conditioned medium show enhanced angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis in the lymph nodes, as well as enhanced lymphangiogenesis with unchanged angiogenesis in the primary tumors and lungs (57, 58). These results highlight a role of the tissue-residing lymphatic vessels, in addition to blood vessels, in the establishment of a premetastatic vascular niche.
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Metabolic reprogramming of native cells

In a niche, which in ecology refers to the interactive position of a species in an ecosystem, the competition between different species for limited resources is one of the driving factors for dynamic population changes. When metastatic cancer cells arrive at a distant site, they must compete with the resident niche cells for the nutrients to establish a metastatic colony. Breast cancer cells can secrete EV-encapsulated miR-122, which can be taken up by niche cells, such as lung fibroblasts and astrocytes, to decrease the glucose consumption in these cells by targeting pyruvate kinase (19). This increases the availability of glucose for cancer cells, thus increasing their proliferation and survival to enhance metastasis.

Another study shows that colorectal cancer cells, by secreting creatine kinase, convert liver-produced creatine into phosphocreatine that is subsequently taken up to fuel cancer cells during liver metastasis (59). These recent findings demonstrate an active role of noncancerous cells at a premetastatic site in rebalancing the metabolic needs between cancer and niche cells in response to cancer’s exploitation of nutrients.

Metabolic stresses, such as hypoxia, are important drivers of tumor progression and also contribute to premetastatic niche formation. HIF1α stabilization under hypoxia induces cancer cells to secrete factors such as MCP-1, G-CSF, TNFα, VEGF, TIMP-1, and MMP9, which promote the recruitment of CD11b+/Ly6Gmed/Ly6C– MDCSCs as well as CD3+ /NK1.1+/CD11b–/CD27low immature NK cells with reduced cytotoxicity to the premetastatic lungs and enhance metastasis (24). Hypoxic breast cancer cells secrete LOX, which leads to premetastatic osteolytic lesions and promotes bone metastases through NFATc1-driven osteoclastogenesis independent of RANK ligand (60).

For hepatocellular carcinomas, hypoxia and TGFβ induce LOXL2 in the primary tumor and in patient sera, thereby increasing tissue stiffness and promoting cancer cell adhesion and metastasis (61). As an indirect mechanism, hypoxia-induced expression of carbonic anhydrase IX in breast cancer cells leads to the secretion of G-CSF, which mobilizes granulocytic MDCSCs to premetastatic lungs and promotes metastasis (62). The effects of other types of stresses in the primary tumors, such as nutrient deprivation, on the establishment of a premetastatic niche are yet to be identified.

Tumor-Derived Formation of a Premetastatic Niche

Tumor-secreted EVs (including exosomes)

EVs are released into the extracellular environment by many cell types, including cancer cells. These membrane-encapsulated structures can transfer a variety of cellular materials, including RNA, DNA, and proteins, between adjacent or distant cells (upon systemic delivery via the circulation; refs. 63–66). Many recent studies on EVs focus on exosomes, a subset of EVs that are 30 to 100 nm in an endocytic origin. Cancer cells have been noted for their enhanced secretion of exosomes with altered contents in comparison to their noncancerous counterparts, and as a result, cancer-specific serum, exosome miRNAs, and proteins have been proposed as biomarkers for cancer (67–71). Recent studies indicate that exosomes contain Cargos loaded in these EVs, which to a certain extent reflect the molecular alterations in cancer cells, can be transferred to recipient niche cells to exert profound effects (74–76). Recent EV-tracing studies have indicated that melanoma-derived EVs primarily travel to the tumor-draining lymph nodes, where they are taken up by a protective barrier of subcapsular sinus CD169+CD11b−SSClow macrophages (77). This protective barrier can be compromised by tumor progression or by anticancer treatments, allowing tumor EVs to interact with B cells in the tumor-draining lymph nodes, promoting tumor progression.

On the other hand, noncancerous cells in a cancer-hosting niche also secrete EVs to influence cancer behaviors (78, 79). A recent study indicates that cancer-secreted exosomes arriving to a premetastatic niche follow the tropism of their parent cells and that this organotropism in exosome homing is partially determined by the exosomal integrin profile. Mice pretreated with lung-tropic exosomes can shift the metastatic preference of bone-tropic cells to the lungs (80). Some recently reported EV-mediated mechanisms that can contribute to the complex intercellular communications at a premetastatic niche are summarized in Table 1.

Nonvesicular tumor-secreted factors

Tumor-secreted factors, such as G-CSF, OPN, SDF-1, TNFα, TGFβ, VEGF-A, and PIGF, have long been known to influence a metastatic niche through inducing inflammation, remodeling ECM, altering niche cells, and recruiting immune cells (8, 10, 29, 50). A thorough summary of these factors and their effects on the premetastatic niche has been published (8). More recent work has shown that factors secreted by hypoxic tumor cells, including LOX, LOXL2, and G-CSF, direct a prometastatic niche reprogramming (60–62). LOXL2 has also been shown to collaborate with E47 to induce EMT and increase the secretion of GM-CSF to recruit BMDCs to premetastatic lungs (26). VEGF, another hypoxia-induced factor, has been known to play an important role in cancer growth and metastasis through the induction of angiogenesis in the primary tumor. Tumor-secreted VEGF also increases angiogenesis and recruits MDCSCs to the premetastatic lungs through the induction of COX-2 and its downstream target PGE2 in pulmonary endothelial cells (50).

In addition, VEGF secreted by metastatic cancer cells can disrupt the BBB by inducing angiopoietin-2 in brain microvascular endothelial cells (49). Together, these studies suggest that the formation of a premetastatic niche may begin as soon as the primary tumor grows large enough for the formation of hypoxic regions and systemic dissemination of hypoxia-induced factors.

Clinical Implications

Many cancer-associated circulating exosomal markers, including those listed in Table 1, have shown promise as a noninvasive means of assessing the metastatic potential of the primary tumor. Serum levels of miR-105 and miR-122 have been shown to be prognostic indicators for metastasis in early-stage breast cancer patients (20, 81). Exosomal miR-181c has been shown to be increased in patients with brain metastases; however, it is
unknown whether it is increased at a premetastatic phase (47).

Exosomal MET, pMET, TLR2, VLA-4, and HSP70 have shown a remarkable prognostic value in patients with melanoma (82), whereas exosomal levels of ITGβ3, and ITGα6, in breast and pancreatic cancer patients at a premetastatic stage are respectively associated with organotropic metastases to the lungs and liver (80).

One of the challenges of studying exosomes in vivo is that the exosomes circulating in the blood originate from multiple cell types, including both normal and cancer cells. Glypican-1 (GPC1) has been proposed as a marker of cancer-derived exosomes and has shown promise in the early detection of pancreatic cancer (67). GPC1 outclasses the current clinical standard carbohydrate antigen 19-9 ELISA in discriminating benign pancreatic disease and healthy individuals from patients with pancreatic cancer precursor lesions. Although exosome collection and screening do require more time and procedures than standard serum screens, the exosomal markers offer greater specificity and sensitivity in comparison with unfractionated serum (67).

The enhanced permeability and retention effect (EPR) describes the retention of large (>40–50 kDa) macromolecules within the tumor due to its abnormal vasculature. It is unclear whether the EPR effect applies to exosomes. Studies have shown that exosome-sized nanoparticles exhibit the EPR effect (83), but the notable increase of cancer-derived exosomes in patient blood indicates that the primary tumor is able to release a substantial number of exosomes, which are not being substantially retained by the tumor. Although established metastases show the EPR effect (84), it is not yet known whether the vasculature in the premetastatic niche may become transformed enough to display this effect before the arrival of cancer cells. This possibility needs to be further elucidated as a potential mechanism that may influence subsequent tissue uptake of exosomes as well as the delivery and retention of therapeutic agents in a premetastatic niche.

Factors and pathways driving the tumor-directed reprogramming of normal niche cells during the establishment of a premetastatic niche are potential therapeutic targets for the prevention and early treatment of metastases. Trebananib targeting Ang-1/2 has been incapable of extending the life of cancer patients receiving chemotherapy, except for ovarian cancer (85–87). However, recent studies suggest that the drug may be used to target brain metastasis. As discussed earlier, cancer cells can induce Ang-2 in brain endothelial cells through the
secretion of VEGF; inhibition of Ang-2 with trebananib reduces tumor-induced BBB disruption in mice (49). Further work needs to be done to determine whether trebananib may increase the survival of patients with brain metastases.

Promising results have been seen in preclinical models with LOX inhibition and the bisphosphonate zoldedronic acid in decreasing osteolytic lesions and bone metastasis (60), and with the Alox5 inhibitor zileuton in decreasing leukotriene-promoted lung metastasis (27). Several studies have proposed therapies that inhibit the recruitment of immune cells to the premetastatic niche, including targeting CXCR2 to decrease platelet-mediated granulocyte recruitment (35). CSaR to decrease Treg recruitment (37), and COX-2 to decrease DC recruitment (33). Recent evidence, however, suggests that caution should be used regarding therapies that inhibit the release of immune cells into the circulation (88). Therapies targeting the mobilization of monocytes from bone marrow; however, termination of CCL2 inhibition led to a larger release of monocytes into the blood as well as increased angiogenesis and cancer cell proliferation in the lungs, resulting in reduced survival in treated mice compared with untreated mice (88). Therapies targeting the mobilization of immune cells may need to be given for a prolonged period and combined with other therapies that would overcome the adverse effects. This also suggests that the tumor microenvironment (including premetastatic niches) and other organs harboring tumor-promoting cells (such as the bone marrow) undergo dynamic remodeling in response to targeted therapies, which may result in unpredictable clinical outcome, and these agents need to be carefully evaluated in preclinical models. Nevertheless, further characterization of the causes and phenotypes of premetastatic niches would reveal additional markers with diagnostic and prognostic values and guide the development of new therapies to simultaneously target cancer cells and the premetastatic niche to control cancer metastasis.
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